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Wiggly Woes
By Sue Gwise, Horticulture Educator
Everyone knows that earthworms are good for the
soil, correct? As gardeners we know that worms
provide many beneficial services including aeration
and fertilization. Soil with a plentiful worm population
is considered to be healthy. Well, some problems with
worms are starting to be noticed. The jury is still out,
but we all should at least pay attention to these
‘wormy’ issues.
A HISTORY OF WORMS
Surprise! Most of the worms found in the United
States are not native to North America. All of the
worms found in the northern U.S. and in your
backyard are aliens; they are of Asian or European
origin. During the Ice Age, glaciers scraped away the
top soil and all the worms it contained. When the
glaciers retreated 10,000 years ago, the area they
covered was void of worms. In un-glaciated parts of
the U.S., over 100 species of native earthworms did
survive, but northern soils and forests developed and
grew without worms. This was the status quo until the
colonial period. European worm species were
introduced to the New World through imported plants
and via rocks and soil that were used as ship ballast. In
places like the Adirondacks and in northern forests,
the soils are pretty much devoid of worms, even today.
SO WHAT?
As a result, northern forests evolved without the
‘help’ (or the interference) of worms. In these
‘wormless’ areas, forest decomposition is driven by
the forest environment; fungi are the main
decomposers. This type of decomposition is slow and
the forest floor develops a thick layer of humus, or
‘duff.’ If you walk through a forest and the ground
feels spongy and fluffy, then you are walking on a soil
that is home to very few or no worms. In a forest soil
that contains many worms, the decomposition is
driven by the worms and it is very fast. This can lead
to problems.
NORTHERN FORESTS NEED DUFF
That spongy layer of duff is composed of organic
matter and it is very important to the ecology of
northern forests. In forests with high worm
populations, the leaf litter breaks down fast as the
worms eat the duff layer. Our native hardwood trees,

wildflowers, and ferns grow best in a thick duff layer.
High worm infestations can also cause soil erosion.
The highly erodible worm excrement can cover the
forest floor washing nutrients, like phosphorous, into
streams. As a result soil does not develop and bare
rock is left behind. Many invertebrates such as
salamander pups depend on leaf litter to survive.
Excessive worm tunneling activities can cause soil
compaction. Another problem—worms encourage the
growth of many invasive plants. Garlic mustard,
Japanese stilt grass, and barberry will not grow in
areas with a thick duff layer. I could go on and on, but
it seems that in a forest environment, worms can
create some difficult situations.
AND THEN THERE ARE THE INVASIVE WORMS…

The evil Amynthas agrestis

Technically, all worms found the northern U.S. could
be considered invasive since they have the potential to
cause problems and are not native. But these worms
have been with us for over 400 years. If we can keep
them out of un-invaded northern forests, we can
continue to live with them. Unfortunately there is
another type of non-native worm that truly deserves
the title ‘invasive.’ Also known as the ‘Alabama
jumper,’ Amynthas agrestis is an aggressive Asian
worm that is threatening the Great Smokey Mountains
and forests in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Vermont. In
New York it has been found in Livingston, Warren, and
Albany Counties. This snake-like worm is five to six
inches long and was probably brought to the U.S. in
the 1800’s as an addition to Japanese gardens. This
worm is popular with fishermen who are also
contributing to its spread. Amynthas will move into
pristine areas very quickly where it feeds on grass and
leaf litter. In Minnesota this worm has caused leaf
litter that took 100 years to build up to disappear
within months.
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WHAT TO DO?
As a gardener you can help combat worm invasions by
inspecting the soil when you buy or trade plants—
reject anything that has worms. Learn how to identify
particularly nasty species like Amynthas agrestis and
get the word out to other gardeners. Remind
fishermen to dispose of bait properly—don’t just
dump unused worms in the woods.
Like I said the jury is still out, but it appears as though
worms are still OK in the garden as long as there aren’t
high populations or any aggressive species. In forest
areas that are still devoid of worms, their introduction
can lead to issues that will upset entire ecosystems.

Bucket o’ Alabama jumpers. Photo courtesy of Warren County.

Tree of the Month—Baldcypress (Taxodium distichum)
By Sue Gwise, Horticulture Educator
Mainly thought of as a southern, swamp species, the
baldcypress is a member of the redwood family and is
actually hardy to Zone 4. Its natural range is from
Delaware to Florida and up the Mississippi River
valley to Illinois. But it will survive in northern areas
and has been planted in Minnesota and southern
Canada. According to Tree Guru Michael Dirr*, there
are several baldcypress in the Syracuse area that are
approaching the century mark. I know of a specimen in
Syracuse’s Oakwood Cemetery that has surely faced
temperatures of -20°F!

appearance. It grows best on deep, acidic sandy loam
soils with high moisture. Under these conditions, with
full sun, the growth rate is medium.
In natural settings the baldcypress is usually found in
swamps, often in pure stands. Virgin stands in
southern areas are home to individual trees that are
over 1,200 years old. In swamp settings the trees will
develop buttressed trunks and send up growths, or
‘knees’ from the roots. These characteristic knees are
thought to be beneficial for aeration and/or to help
anchor the tree. In southern, hurricane-prone areas,
baldcypress are seldom uprooted.
Old growth cypress wood is extremely resistant to
decay. It has been used for docks, bridges, boat
planking, furniture, fencing, siding, flooring, and
shingles.
*Dr. Michael Dirr is a Horticulturalist at the University
of Georgia. His book, Manual of Woody Landscape
Plants, is the most widely used reference text in
Horticulture and Landscape Architecture education.

The feathery, light green needles of a baldcypress in spring.

The baldcypress is a deciduous conifer which means it
drops its needles in the fall. Throughout the winter it
looks like a dead tree, but the fibrous, reddish brown
bark is attractive. In the spring yellow-green needles
emerge. The needles turn a darker green in summer
and then become a rich brown in autumn.
In a landscape setting the baldcypress will grow to 50
to 70 feet tall. It develops a pyramidal shape and the
lateral branches droop, giving it a stately pendulous

Buttressing and knees in a swampy environment.
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Gardeners Part of Climate-Change Solution
By Craig Cramer, Communications Specialist,
Department Of Horticulture, Cornell University
There are many things gardeners can do to cope with
climate change. And at the same time, they can reduce
their greenhouse gas emissions and take other steps
to slow the warming of the planet.
That’s
the
message
delivered by David Wolfe,
professor
in
the
Department of Horticulture
at Cornell University, in a
chapter of The New
American
Landscape:
Leading Voices on the
Future of Sustainable
Gardening, published by
Timber Press.
While gardeners everywhere like to complain about
the weather, now they have to contend with an
increasingly unpredictable climate. “We are in the
unfortunate situation of being the first generation of
gardeners, ever, who cannot rely on historical
weather records to tell us what our climate is, or what
to expect in the future,” writes Wolfe.
Those in cooler climates might welcome longer
growing seasons, Wolfe points out. But we should be
careful what we wish for because “… we are entering
an era of great uncertainty that makes gardening even
more challenging than it was before.”
On the bright side, as climate zones shift, gardeners
can experiment with new plants that they couldn’t
grow before. But they may no longer be able to grow
some favorites, and changes in the climate may favor
aggressive weeds and invasive exotics. Warm winters
may also allow certain disease and insect pests to
overwinter and become more troublesome.
Paradoxically, warmer winters can also lead to more
freeze and frost damage when plants fail to “harden
off” sufficiently before cold weather hits, or they
bloom prematurely in spring only to have flowers
killed by late frosts. That’s exactly what happened in
April 2012, when as much as 90 percent of the apple
crop was lost to April freezes in areas of the Upper
Midwest and Northeastern U.S.

More heat stress in summer can hurt even warmweather plants like tomatoes, causing them to abort
flowers and fruit. And predictions based on climate
models also include more variable precipitation –
longer droughts, fewer but heavier rains causing more
flooding, and combinations of both extremes. Too
much water can lead to root diseases, delayed
planting, and soil erosion and compaction, while even
short-term drought increases watering needs.
For more than a decade, Wolfe has focused his
research on how farmers can adapt to and mitigate
the effects of climate change, and he currently heads
up a $4.7-million, U.S. Department of Agriculturefunded project to help farmers become part of the
solution. He offers these tips to help gardeners cope:
> Diversify plant selection. Try new varieties that may
be better adapted to the changing climate where
you garden. Look for plants that tolerate heat and
drought stress and are resistant to diseases and
insect pests.
> Cautiously shift planting times. For example, plant
cool-season crops earlier so you can harvest them
before the season heats up.
> Look out for new weeds, pests, and diseases. A
warmer climate will help many get a leg up on
crops.
> Be prepared to deal
with too much – or
too little – water.
Add organic matter
to your soil to both
improve drainage
in chronic wet
spots and hold
more water in
drought-prone
areas.
Gardeners can also
reduce their carbon
footprint and help
slow
planetary
warming:
> Be strategic with nitrogen fertilizers. Synthetic
nitrogen uses copious amounts of energy to
manufacture. And once applied, a portion inevitably
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is released as nitrous oxide, a greenhouse gas that –
pound for pound – is 300 times more potent than
carbon dioxide. Try legume cover crops (which can

> Reduce, reuse, and recycle disposable products. Use
organic mulches instead of plastics, for example.
> Reduce fossil fuel use. Cut back on how much lawn
you mow, and keep engines well-tuned.

take nitrogen from the air and leave it in the soil to
fertilize future crops) and local sources of manure
or compost instead.

Wolfe is also the author of the award-winning Tales
From the Underground: A Natural History of
Subterranean Life (2001, Basic Books). Timber Press
(www.timberpress.com) is a leading publisher of
books on gardening, ornamental, and edible
horticulture, garden design, sustainability, natural
history, and the Pacific Northwest. Other topics in The
New American Landscape (April 2011) include
meadow gardens, native plants, wildlife, soil health,
green roofs, water-wise gardening, and more.

> Store carbon in your soil. Crops remove carbon
dioxide from the air and leave it in the soil as
organic matter. Till your soil less because tillage
breaks down organic matter and returns carbon
dioxide to the atmosphere.
> Plant trees. They store carbon in wood. Windbreaks
can reduce energy used for heating buildings and
shade trees can reduce cooling needs.

Did You Know...
Did you know...nectarines are mutant
peaches! Most people think that
nectarines are a separate species of fruit.
They are slightly smaller than a peach,
have a spicier taste, and smooth skin. All
of these features are caused by a

mutation in peach trees. Some trees have
been known to produce fuzzy peaches
and smooth nectarines at the same time.
So, ‘nectarine trees’ do not exist.
Nectarines are produced by peach trees
with a genetic mutation!

SoilWeb: A Smartphone Soil App for iPhone and Droid
This app was developed by the California Soil
Resources Lab at UC Davis and uses USDA-NRCS’s soil
survey information (what you would find on Web Soil
Survey). It uses your phone’s built-in GPS to get your
current location, gives a summary of the soils and
links to more details, including a list of plants that
could be found on that soil type. This app runs in your
web browser and is compatible with desktop
computers, tablets, and smartphones. This app is free
from the iPhone app store or you can download it to
your computer to use in conjunction with Google
Earth.

http://casoilresource.lawr.ucdavis.edu/soilweb/
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Preventing Salt Injury to Trees and Shrubs
By Paul Hetzler, Cornell Cooperative Extension of St.
Lawrence County

after year until eventually it succumbs to an
opportunistic insect or disease.

Every
winter
brings
its
requisite ‘a-salt’
on roads and
walkways. Salt
can be a good
thing, but too
much of it is
worse than a
bad pun. Cars
and
concrete
suffer in obvious ways, but damage to trees and other
woody plants is all but invisible. Salt injures trees
when road spray hits twigs, buds, and, in the case of
evergreens, foliage. Such direct contact causes
yellowing of needles and death of evergreen twigs and
limbs, and leads to stunted or deformed spring growth
in hardwoods. Severe or repeated direct exposure,
especially for sensitive species like white pine, can kill
a whole tree.

Salt actually damages the soil structure, causing
what’s known as ‘sodium compaction.’ Roots need to
get oxygen from soil pores, and healthy soil forms tiny
clumps which form natural channels for air to pass.
The chemical bonds holding the clumps together are
broken by salt and the pore spaces collapse, restricting
access to air, which further stresses trees. It was once
thought that rain could wash road salt out of the soil
each summer, but it now appears that this is rarely the
case, and salt levels can build slowly over time.
There are many recipes for dealing with excess deicing
salt. Some tree species, honey locust and hawthorn for
example, are more salt-tolerant and can be used in
place of sensitive trees like sugar maple. Homeowners
can reduce salt damage by using only sand, a salt/sand
mixture, or a less toxic deicer like calcium magnesium
acetate (CMA). Constructing a barrier to deflect road
salt spray and/or divert spring runoff can also help.

Less obvious, but worse by far, is the effect salt has on
roots when it gets directly deposited onto a tree’s root
zone by plowing, or when run off washes salt into the
soil. Enough salt in the soil can kill a tree, but at lower
concentration it makes water less available to tree
roots, producing drought stress even in moist
conditions. This may show up as brown, scorchedlooking leaf margins in July, when deicing salt is the
least thing on people’s minds, or it may manifest as
subtle, cumulative damage that weakens a tree year

SALT TOLERANCE OF HARDWOOD TREE SPECIES
Sensitive

Tolerant

Serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.)

Redbud (Cercis canadensis)

European and American Hornbeam (Carpinus spp.)

Hawthorn (Crataegus spp.)

Little-leaf Linden and Basswood (Tilia spp.)

Crabapple (Malus spp.)

Red Maple (Acer rubrum)

Black Locust (Robinia pseudoacacia

Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum)

Japanese Tree Lilac (Syringa reticulata)

Tulip Tree (Liriodendron tulipifera)

Black Alder (Alnus glutinosa)

American Hophornbeam (Ostrya virginiana)

Ginkgo

Pin Oak (Quercus palustris)

Thornless Honey Locust (Gleditsia triacanthos inermis)
Northern Red Oak (Quercus rubra)
Elm cultivars (Ulmus spp.)
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HORTICULTURE CALENDAR
January 9

Master Gardener Volunteer training begins

January 28

Master Gardener Volunteer meeting, 5:30 p.m.

February 25

Master Gardener Volunteer meeting, 5:30 p.m.

All events to be held at the
Extension office unless
otherwise noted.

Our programs, most of which are free to the public, educate youth, families, and communities using
research-based knowledge for practical application and lifelong learning. Visit our website at
www.ccejefferson.org to donate with PayPal or clip and mail this form with your check payable to
CCE of Jefferson County. Thank you!
_____$15
Name:

_____$25

_____$50

_____$100

_____$250

_______________________ Phone:

_____Other Amount
__________________

Address:
__________________________ ___ City:
______ State:____ Zip: _________
Email:
_____________________________________________
_________
Would you like to receive our publications? If so, please check your areas of interest.
___Agriculture & Natural Resources/Ag Classified

___Horticulture

___4-H Youth Development
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